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INTRODUCTION;

The underlying causes of the lack of integration of African
economies

_ The economic structure of African countries is essentially characterized
by its lack of integration. These countries have no physical cohesion and are
under-equipped. They have no proper network for heavy transport, (railroads)
or electrical installations. There are very few links between agriculture and
industry and between industry and transport. The industrial sector consist* of
small isolated areas of light industry, with no coherent integrated industrial
structure*

This stems from the: fact that African economies are unable to produce
>ie intermediate material necessary for establishing a solid infrastructure, or
ir modernizing the most: important sectors. The construction of dams' to provide
wter and hydro-ele-tric pcwer, the building of roads;and railways, the supply
oiwater to the towns, the erection of power lines all require the initial

ce'elopment of basic industries (steel, aluminium, petrochemical and chemical
iwistries) to provide metal shuttering and sheeting-piles, cement, rails,
PP-ng, pylons an.! cables.

The absence of this industrial base has other serious consequences. There"
Uao modernization in agriculture because there is no provision of locallypriuced modern agricultural inputs: Fertilizer, pesticides and agricultural
arid s\u.":£:o'■:- rural traueport equipment.

,

If we add the fact that

1S no propei. water system, then we can see the lack of an industrial base

t* real cause of the haphazard nature of agricultural production,

r

'is explains the paradox whereby Taiwan, with one million hectares under
cuitiu1(m and a population of 15 million, exports rice, while Nigeria, with
almost ,o million cultivable hectares and a population of 80 million, imports

more at

Jaove cereals.

■

.TJ}*absenca °f an industrial base also explains the lack of integration in

the indu-rial sector.

In fact, industry in these African countries consists

h a ?friS °f light imP°rt substitution industries, isolated from one -another,
but all l.fced to basic industries abroad for their supply of intermediate products.
This Incus :nalis.?tion has been unable, due to lack of production

of lntermeiate products generate the industrial base on which the

development of a self-supporting economy is based.

It wouil seen that the development of African countries is blocked by the
absence^of t.ese aasic industries. More specifically, African economies are
caught xn a mciou; circle of stagnation. Since the requirements of the economy
in terms of intermediate products can only be met by the import of these key

products, African .economies can only depend on income from the export of primary
commodities: agricdtural produce and mining resources. However, the continuing

deterioration of tr"aUn£ conditions makes this development scheme illusory and we

can state almost categorically that an economy that depends on imports to cover

itsrequirements in terms tf intermediate products

npfrfc

and machinery cannot engender

•??P°rtlnS devtl°PCent programme, for the simple reason that its basic

neeas will never be satisfied.
nas two causes:

The non-appearance of basic industries in Africa
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1., The small size of national markets, and
2. the low performance capacity of African States.

The efficiency of basic industries producing on a large scale is dependent
on the size of the market available. The colonial
powers insisted on dividing
the territory under their control into small States before granting national
sovereignty, so that these States would be unable to process their strategic '
resources and in order to be assured of the continuing exploitation of these
resources.

;

,

On the other hand, these States, which are relatively small and poor, have

low performance capabilities for the following reasons:

very indecisive

government because of the illusory nature of their political independence, lack

of financial and technical resources, inability to mbbilize significant amounts
of funds for carrying out major projects, and the absence of a skilled work-force.

In Africa, economic integration on a sub-regional basis thus seems to be the
quickest way for these small States to achieve accelerated economic development.
This would allow the African countries to increase their ability to carry out

large economic projects and guarantee a sub-regional market large enough ta

support large scale industries producing intermediate materials and capital goods,
which would in turn lead to the achievement and maintenance of food selfsufficiency as Well as the modernization of the key sectors of the economy.

The first part of this document will ]be-concerned with the creation of

small African communities by the old colonial powers and the recommendations
for the adoption of models for integration Vhicft preserve the basic interests
of these powers. The second part will be devoted to the global approach to
integration advocated by the Lagos Plan of Action and Final Act of Lagos.

In

the third part we will examine the sub-regional integration strategies and the

political problems posed by the execution of these programmes.

The fourth and

xnal. part ViU be concerned with the continental aspect of economic integration

and the movement towards the continental economic community.

I.

THE MARKET INTEGRATION APPROACH

The colonial powers soon realized that the African States would not be
slow in reacting to the policy of dividing the continent into small States.
They were, therefore, quick to suggest systems of economic integration which were
not suitable for African countries but' which had the virtue of blocking the for

mation of large federal groups and therefore of preserving their immediate interests,
inererore, the old French coloniser proposed, on 9 June 1959, the creation of the

Customs Union of West Africa (UDAO) after disolving the Federation de 1'Afrique
occidentale fran^aise (AOE) on 3 March 1959 on the eve of independence for the

West African countries under French control.

In 1966, the UDAO was reformed as the UDEAO (West African Customs Union) and
was intended as an instrument^for trade co-operation. However, this organization
r^r*Ot *ufeeded.ln ^* function as a free-trade zone, because each member State
continued to tax imports from the other partners. And, in 1973, the CEAO (West
African Economic Community,replaced the UDEAO, with the aim of engaging in real
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economic co-operation.

The same colonial.,

power set up in 1959 in central

Africa the Equatorial Customs Union (ODE) after dismantling the "Federation
de 1'Afrique Equatorial francaise". The UDE became, in 1964, the Central
African Customs and Economic Union (UDEAC). Similarly, the (CEPGL) is in

actual fact only the continuation of an economic union created between Rwanda,
Burundi and Zaire by Belgium in 1925.

These sub-regioual coaimunitiec instigated strategies for market integration.

In fact, the EEC served as their example.

However, these under developed

sub-regions of Africa have nothing in common with Western Europe which, when
the common market was being.established, had a well-integrated industrial structure
and a diversified heavy-transport' system
The industrial production capacity

of the European States simply needed a wider-market in order to increase ani
diversify production. The European countries correctly identified the factors
limiting their production systems and conceived a reasoned model of economic
integration, that of market integration.

As far as the African economic communities are concerned, the priority

given to market integration was premature and consisted

cart before the horse.

simply of putting the

These economic communities in fact began to develop

and institute schemes for the removal of customs barriers while completely
forgetting that the member States, neither at a national nor even less at a
sub-regional level, do not have production, transport and communications systems

capable of producing with a view to intensifying trade.

The state of transport

in the sub-regions of Africa is an obstacle to the development of trade. The
system is the same in the west, centre and east: enclosed zones which are
linked to a greater or lesser extent'vith the p^rts for the "export of . j primary
materials and the import of manufactured goods from Europe. The ports are linked
to Europe and America by sea*
freight.
;

Non^-African airlines cover all essential air

This heritage of colonisation has not been modified over the years of

independence.

Up till now, very few lateral links have been created between

the member countries of the African sub-regions, by road, rail or sea.

The

rai*way' ^ ifflportant factor in economic development because it constitutes the
heavy transport system necessary for mining and industry, has remained neglected
in Africa.

With the exception of the Republic of South Africa, the continent

as a whole has only one kiloraater of railroad for 400 km* of surface area,
whereas in a country like Belgium, the railway density is one kilometer for
seven square kilometers.

"

In addition, any rail link between the former French and English colonies
is impossible because of the gauge of the rails. Telecommunications - telex,
telegramme- are in a disastrous state, Messages sent are received very late
or don't arrive at all. The state of the transport and telecommunications
networks constitutes a stranglehold on the development of trade.

. Furthermore, the current economic structures of the member States of the

African economic communities, oriented towards imports, is not conducive to increasing
intra community trade. Leaving aside the difficulties of transport and telecommuni
cations, the low agricultural productivity and the little progress made in animal
husbandry in the field of improving breeds and the treatment and preserving of

meat and fish are an obstacle to the development of trade.
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Subsistence agriculture \s.-j been txa^lly z**.£U:".ted. Agricultural investment
(in fertilizer, insecticides, machinery^,:.scoring facilities) has been to the
benefit of agriculture for export* Also^ ,tbo-industrial development strategies
adopted by the member countries are lhardly suited 'to improving trade. The member
countries have established in the sub-regfj>OfL-the same range-pf ind*i$tries mostly import-subst
iubstitutiou industries„ Hb3n_<£h£X>taaLc
^^
..industries have been '
set up, their total production is exporti^&^JIbi*- ia~ the •"'case-a£tn copper from
Zambia and Zaire, aluminuim from Ghana.^

All of this explains the small ^afaj3e~£*-^^
the African sub^regions;

within

And it is. far fcil~these reaspiis that the exports from

the member States of these African eateoflfaii: commun'.itiea; to the industrialize'
countries reach 80-90 per cent of their' ifco^aX -exportsi*; while their imppirts,from
these countries exceed 80 per cent'i& ttteir total imports.

forms barely 4 per cent of all trade*

Intra-coBpnun^ty, fcrade

Even if all the meAsures advocated by

;

the institutions specializing in the p-roniatiotL.£if trade were applied, this rate

would hardly reach 10 per cent, whichjrould be insufficient to trigger the
process of integration through trade,
Ccsts-atjufiittlyi the sub-regional economic
communities must give lees importance,to trade liberalization.
They must turn to
transformation
their national and -4ib^<^ionaX-P*°ductian systems, by creating
a sub-regional transport and telecomsmxic^ioas infrastructure and developing.
new production capacities in the cx>mK^a£y^^jidustries, and. also by increasing

agricultural producitiyity with a vi^jt^^^j^ring- off a real process of economic
integration in the large

g^f

fj^p

In the African countries whi4:h-4v«w««^fxp«!ilor4^t«<i «cfnomieA^ import and

export duties constitute the largest propCrticn of ctate rp.vsnueP Within the
context of market integration, the most 4^»«d^«^ partners^iind- themselves in
a position to export certain ittdtretHajL goods ia the community market duty-free.
These same goods, when tney come frocL'^m^ytatai^MCOuntry, Jucur, customs duty.
i

That is why all of these et^mon%rv^c£»t?«nitiefS Jiave^. «*t up a fiscal system
of tax relief on industrial goods with thfcaim^of preserving income from customs

duties from the least industrialijse^^otmfeSsfi"Jid,^iss> a .community fund to

off set depreciation iu tliese atatea.,^ Jiojjever^Jthis tax-relief system, called

regional co-operation tax (TCR) in tha.I^_oj^-cammon-tasrin the UDEAC, does not

constitute an instrument of int^gratokau^JCn fact/ this system-serves to promote

the development of light industries set itijjy*i>riyatfi investors from the former

colonial
powers, which were beginning to sSagnate.- because of the -breaking up of
the market. No establishment of a requir*«antrfor" a minimum nomberof shares, owned
by nationals in enterprises receiving ttdb-pE^£srential Creatmeflt is envisaged.
However, the industrial goods liable to-T$R9 foiUfixamnle»-^re those manufactured

with local materials or which have aj£^ddi^i3a44ie of at least 35 per cent of the
ex-factory price initially, then 40-psv-^ani: ^ftojrwordjs*

TCR in the OEAO are the following;

.' .

- produce of the food induatry;

.;J

,

-Xhe^oods liable to

roa45£gd-co££efis ^roand coffeefi raw ground

nut oil, refined cane sugar, pasta^blaculta, canned vegetable*, beer, vinegar;
■* produce from sniall chemica^^n^t^^

plastics;

- ■■• -

"

■

■

i:;^ textiles: ,materialss cl
matches,

■■

-" ■

perfomec,-4isinf«cUntt
.

V
etc.
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This market integration scheme, which gives no priority to the basic
industries, reinforces the position of the foreign private sector in the African'
countries and increases economic domination from abroad.
It also has the
disadvantage of accentuating the disparity between the levels of development of

the member countries. That is how in 1980, in the CEAO, C5te d9lvoire held
66,42 per cent of the market in the agreed industrial commodities, and Senegal
27.4 per cent« These two countries, therefore, held 94 per cent of the agreed

goods. . It is clear that any scheme which would not contribute to changing
fundamentally this imbalance will be rejected sooner or later by those countries
without a coastline*' seeing that the partners with a coastline, exporters of
industrial goods, are less and less willing to support the community's solidarity
fund.

In conclusion, the abolition of customs duties, quotas, restrictions or
prohibitions, without a corresponding elimination of the physical obstacles to

the distribution of goods (trade routes) and without sub-regional production
being spread harmoniously across the whole of the economic community, risks, in
the short term, the breaking up of that community.
In fact, the States which
have a more developed production system will benefit from the situation while

the poorer countries pay.
The removal of customs duties and the establishment
of a common external tariff, without a sub-regional production system being set
up, may also incite the multinational corporations to capture these markets, Thue,
the member States run the risk of increasing economic dependence.
This imbalance
caused the breaking up of the East African Community. The rapid elimination
of customs duties in;the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African
States (PTA) forced the Conference of that organization.to ssk for a study into
slowing down the rate at which customs duties were being eliminated, having in
mind the effects of these measures on the respective economies of the member
countries.
II.

THE GLOBAL APPROACH TO ECONOMIC INTEGRATION RECOMMENDED IN THE LAGOS
PLAN OF ACTION AND THE FINAL ACT OF LAGOS

The experience accumulated over tfre last twenty years in the field of subregional economic co-operation and integration across the continent has clearly
shown that there is a deficency in market integration and that this integration is
out of date in the under-developed subregions of Africa.
The priority given to
the abolition of customs barriers for export oriented economies for which
import and export taxes provide the basis of public income was simply an
unreasoned application of the model of integration provided by Europe*
Also, ^
the establishment of a common external tariff for economies which show disparities

in their level of development was more a disintegrating rather than integrating

factor.

The Lagos Plan of Action proposes measures intended to transform the structure
of the African economies with a view to setting up.an economic system basically

oriented towards satisfying the needs of the economies arid populations and
stimulating a process of economic development which would be endogenous and self
sustaining.
The global approach to economic integration^ as advocated by the
Lagos Plan of Action, tackles the real obstacles to the economic development
of the African sub-regions.
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It is now proving necessary to reinforce the economic areas of the African
sub-regions with the aim of opening up the isolated regions * making the.sub-

regional economic area homogeneous and able to offer everywhere the same

advantages to investors.

This would be done in such a way that the disparities in

development would be eliminated.

The opening* of lines of communication between the member States, in particular

links between the capitals of the sub-regions and reaching into the future induirtBcial growth centres is a prerequisite to the exploitation of the basic strategic

materials, especially those located in the hinterland.

Considering the necessity

of developing at this stage a heavy transport system for the needs of the industrial base, specific priority would have to be given to the improvement of
navigable waterways (rivers and lakes) and to increasing coastal shipping.
Finally, within as short a period as possible, the railway lines must.be developed
and rail networks connected.

The second factor suitable for reinforcing the cohesion of the sub^regional
economic areas is the development of telecommunications: maintenance of national
networks and the interconnection of the earth stations networks of the sub-region.
African*satellite project, intended to ensure reliable communications across the
whole of Africa, must quickly become a reality.
The integration of the sub-regional economic areas and the installation of
the necessary facilities tp carry this out will be achieved by the exploitation
of their hydro-electric energy potential and by an audacious programme, of interconnectionsof power lines within the sub-region, in order to satisfy, primarily
the needs of the basic industries and capital goods industries.
Sub-regional economic integration requires the execution of a vigorous
agricultural development programme in order to feed an increasing industrial work

force. An increase in agricultural productivity will also be necessary, in
order to reach a general balance in terms of fair prices, notably for food
produce but also for industrial produce, especially of primary goods.
The

,

economic integration strategy will only be effective if it is based on a sub-

regional agricultural development policy leading to self-sufficiency in food and
the improvement of agricultural and livestock production.
Emphasis should be
placed on sub-regional co-operation in terms of agronomic research into stimulating
agricultural productivity.
This co-operation will be based on the specialization
of national agronomic research centres in improved seed and plants for the main
food crops, notably maize, sorghum, plantain, manioc, etc.
Livestock development
requires co-operation to.be.at the sub-;regional level: ,
- The specialization of countries and inter-country co-operation in the
field of animal selection for improving the production capacity of existing
breeds and increasing tolerance to different diseases;
- The specialization of :ountries and inter-country co-operation in the
fight against animal disease?;,
. ....,..
-

,

- The production Of vaccines and the manufacture of quality food concentrates
based on primary local prodice;

- Finally, sub-regioral co-operation could be extended to the common
education of agricultural and livestock breeding cadres.

The
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Concerning an induSb~i»l ^-rategy of sub-regional economic development,
industry itself becomes the integrating factor.
In the first plac^, the

industrial sector must contribute to the increase in agricultural productivity;
the setting up of a number of industries would enable this to be achieved:
production of fertilizers, pesticides and agricultural machinery.
In the second place,

the industrial sector must contribute to the moder

nization of the priority economic sectors.

In fact, a solid industrial base

should be established by developing certain key industries (iron and steel

production, aluminium

chemical and petrochemical complexes) with the aim of

triggering a rapid, self-sustaining process of economic development.

This

industrialization will principally be used to support energy development
(production of cables, manufacture of pylons and transformers), the major
infiastructural projects, the construction of transport facilities and capital
goods of primary necessity.
The community objective in the field of trade must be to create a framework

suitable for such trade and to increase the exchange of priority goods produced
in tht member States by firms controlled by a majority of nationals, and at
least 51 per cent of whose preference shares are held by nationals of the
member States, by state
institutions, organizations or corporations or by the
governments themselves.

At the outset of any integration process,

it is right to proceed with a

large reduction in, even the abolition of customs duties on certain.

These goods, whether strategic raw materials, intermediate products,

or even capital goods, are liable to accelerate the process of sub-regional
integration „
In tht initial stag^., the framework of community trade must be reinforced
by the creation of a clearing house and even by pursuing the convertability *•...
of the currencies of the sub-region, with the aim of creating conditions which
would stimulate to a certain extent the intra-community trade in general goods.
However, tht freedom of trade between the nembsr States must be planned
progressively.
The granting of preferential treatment to highly competitive
consumer goois, common foodstuffs and certain consumer durables may block the
process of industrialization in the least developed countries in the sub-region,
and aggravate the trade imbalance in the sub-regional economic communities.
Such a situation would be incompatible with the raison d'etre of the community.,
In conclusion, the process of sub-regional economic integration must be based

on the initial planning and construction of :he sub-regional transport and
telecommunications infrastructure and by the development of hydro-electric

installations, ae well, as a master plan of jtte: interconnection

luxes. The establishment of a sub-regional production system
based on the production oi: "strategic goods arid on food self-sufficiency must be
supported by a comminity customs system which favours intermediate and capital
goods, whose trade vould stimulate the integration process. The logic of

integration would require that free trade and the setting up of a common external

tariff only occur when the national economies involved in the integration entities
are effectively integrated at the community level. At the moment, the abolition

of tariffs stimulates the efriciency of the community economic apparatus by
eliminating unproductive economic units and corrects the minor imbalances in

national economic structures.
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III, THE MAIN CRITERIA IN SUB-REGIONAL INTEGRATION PROGRAMMES

In light of the global approach to sub-regional economic integration
recommended in the Lagos Plan of Action and Final Act of Lagos, it is important
to determine at the level of each sub-region the main criteria on which the

integration programmes should be based.

These criteria should constitute the

power basis liable to accelerate the integration process.
A,

The West African sub-region

Compared with the other sub-regions, West Africa possesses a certain number

of individual characteristics which must be considered when deciding on an
economic integration, programme in this sub-region.

This sub-region has first of all a number of advantages:
- A potential market of 130 million inhabitants: equal to the population (
of Japan, or to that of France and the FRG combined, a completely exceptional

situation in a continent generally considered under-populated.

This provides,

a sufficiently wide market to sustain large-scale investment projects, nptably
in heavy industry, the basis of economic development. ,'.'.
.'.'.
- Two large, very distinct ecological zones, which giv« rise to different
types "off agriculture: ground-nuts, cotton, millet, sbrg'hum, in the savannah v

countries (Sahel); coffee, cocoa, cabbage palm, plantain, manioc, in the forested
countries (Sudano-guinean zone). Cereals, e.g. rice, are grown an* consumed
throughout the sub-region: ■;

■

- A relatively flat topography, which facilitates the constriction of roads
and railway lines'. However, the interconnection of the railway networks may
be made difficult by the difference in the gauges of the anglophoae and franco
phone countries.

:

.

,

- A large sea-board, which is favourable to the development of coastal
trading and sea fishing off the coasts with no doubt the highest fish density
in the world.

'

v-

:

*

West Africa has" only'three'landlocked countries: Burkin* Faso, Mali, Niger
(which;are members'of thesub-^rdfcp CEAO), each linked to at least two coastal

countries.

-:'

■ ";i; '■■■

v'1-"

''-vi ■-

-.

.■:/.■■.:

-':'-.-.

Another advantage is the great variety of mining resources:

oil (Nigeria),

tfiosphates (Senegal, Togo), iron (Liberia, Mali^ Mauritania), bauxite (Guinea-^o

Uranium (Kiger)^ etc;'which is extremely favourable to1 thfe divelofwaent of a true
industrial bafeiniai The sub-regioh! does, howeverv suffer from a; relative handicap

in terms of energy-:;t there 1« no'flydro-^lectric potential of the river -Zaire in '

CentTal Africa or the river Zamfceii'in'Southern Africa. And the exploitation of
the £%ur great rivers (Niger, Senegal1, Mano Gambia) has only juat started.
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These advantages have not been used to the benefit of sub-regional economic
integration for the following reasons:
,
- The total lack of economic co-operation between member countries

concerning product;ion, especially in basic industries. However, the; distribution
of iindustria,! complexes for the production of iron^ bauxite, oil and gas on
the basis of comparative advantages could; provide the foundation for trade, at
the sub-regional level, and for rapid economic development;
^ The lack of adequate transport links between the countries of the sub?-

region, notably East-West;

.

,.

- The fact that there are different non-convertible national currencies;

this monetary problem doas not exist in the CEAO,where six couhtries'use the

same currency.

Within the ECOWAS (Economic. Community of West; African States)

'

this situation might reasonably be improved by better functioning of the
Clearing House set up in 1976, which requires a net improvement in the
telecommunications network;

- The existence of a large number of intergovernmental organizations (IGQs):
around thirty
These fall into two large categories:
'
- Multi-purpose OIG:
these are economic integration OIG, the economic
communities.
These are three in number: CEAO, the Mano River Union '■"''■*■■
and ECOWAS;

- Limited objective OIG:
these are OIG of co-operation within certain
limited sectors of activity: exploitation of river basins (OMVS, the
Senegal, River Development Organization-OMVG-Gkmbia River Development
Organization-NBA-Niger Basin Authority), agriculture (WARDA-West African

Rice Development Association), campaign against predators (OCLALAVJoint Anti-Locust and Anti-aviarian Organization), currency (WAMU-

West African Monetary Union; WACH-West African Clearing Hou?e),

Financing (BOAD-West African Development Bank), etc,

In West Africa, the economic integration strategy should be directed

.

first of all to reinforce the physical integration of the economic area of-.the
sub-region by constructing roads across the subregion.from east to w$st«.,'."

N|Djamena-Dakar and Lagos-Nouakchott along the'coasts. In fact, there ^are.
virtually no economic relations between Niger, Mali and Mauritania because of

the absence of real transport links between these three neighbouring countries

of the hinterland.

The development of the countries of the interior is blocked because of the,
lack of heavy transport means of importing materials and heavy equipment. The..'„.

isolation of these countries prevents them from producing intermediate goods. 7

for export to tfce coastal countries. This is why the interconnection of the
railway networks of the sub-region is the factor of primary importance for

integration;

The following interconnections are necessary for the ^structural

changes which the sub-region so badly needs:

- Bamako-Sikasso-Bobo Dioulasso-Abidjan
- Ouaga-Anie-Parakou-Niamey
- Ouaga-Tamba-Ansongo

- Lagos-Cotonou-Lome-Accra-Abidjan
- Baraako-Kouroussa-Kankan-Conakry
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The second integration factor should concern the management of the riverbasins of the sub-region: Niger, Senegal, Gambia, Mano, Volta, etc. Considering
the extent of desertification in the siab-region hydraulic energy may become the
catalyst in the exploitation of other resources and in improving living conditions.
In fact, apart from energy production, dams often have other functions - controlling
water flow to allow navigation throughout the year on a large proportion of the
rivers, the irrigation of significant areas of cultivable land, and the supply
of water to people and cattle. However, the production of hydro-electric power
should be given priority within the overall exploitation of river basins, as it

constitutes the economic factor which will justify the development of irrigated
areas.

West Africa must systematically concentrate on the provision of hydro

electric installations at sites of importance to the community1 and on the
interconnection of national electricity grids in orfler to satisfy the requirements

of the countries with poor energy resources and to exploit the mining^resources

which would not otherwise be exploited, notably iron and bauxite.

The hydro-elect ire installations are in the basins of the River Senegal

(Manantali), the River Gambia (Kekreti, in Senegal, Kouya, in Upper Gambia,
etc.) the River Mano (Cavally), the River Konkoure (Souapiti, 750 MW and Amaria,
450 MW), the Volta (Bui hydro-electric station which could be linked with the

Akossonko power lines)•

.

It would be desirable to connect Akossomko with the hydro-electric

installations of Nigeria (Kainji) and develop the hydro-electric potential in

the loop of the Niger (Kandadji, Tossaye, Labeza^ga, the W. site).

A plan for

the interconnection of these lines should be drawn up and the following links
should be made:

Liberia-Sierra Leone with the Mano River-installation;
Ghana-cSte d'lvoire, which would optimize the most important installations
in the two countries: the power irtatiims at Ayame and Kossou, 50 MW and
174 MW respectively, Taabo, 210 MW, Buyo, 165 MW, and Soubre, 288 MW
in Cote d'lvoire. Akossomko, 512 MW, then 768 MW in Ghana; Ghana-Burkina-

C8te d'lvoire;

Togo-Benin^Nigeriaj which, with,the Ghana-Togo-Benin link on the one hand
aad with C8te d'lvoire on the other, would connect Nigeria with C6te d'lvoire;
Liberia-C3te d'lvoire with the CabalXy installation. The link Mali-BurkinaC8te D'lvoire.

The development of a heavy transport network and the construction of
hydro-electric installations of importance to the community, plus the inter
connection of power networks would stimulate the development of basic industries

in West Africa.

This industrialisation will have the following priorities:

- to increase agricultural productivity by the exploitation of river

basins; the manufacture of agricultural inputs, and production of appropriate

means of transport;
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- To speed up the development of the sub-region by expanding the transport
network, the installation of facilities on urban sites, and extending power link
ups;

-:To develop a capital goods sector of industry giving priority to the
manufacture of agricultural goods and machinery, transport equipment and

industrial machinery for exploiting agricultural produce, machinery and electrical
equipment.
The improvement of productivity and production in agriculture and livestock
management is the sine qua non in the success of such a sub-regional integration
strategy.
The member States should intensify their co-operation in the field
of seed-production and the improvement of cattle and goat breeds.
The application of such an economic integration strategy in West Africa

requires that the ECOWAS be recognized as the only economic integration entity
in the sub-region and that the respective roles of the intergovernmental organi
zations engaged in economic integration in West Africa be redefined. The primary
role of the ECOWAS is to formulate a multisectoral master plan for the
integration of the economic sphere of the sub-region and to prepare sectoral
master plans for the principle sectors: transport.«ai communications, energy,
agriculture and industry; a sub-regional monetary and finance policy must also

be defined.

The multisectoral co-operation organizations and the organizations dealing

with the development of one single sector should revise their action plans so

that they fit in with the overall ECOWAS programme. The ECOWAS should be solely
concerned with the strategy for the integration of the national markets of the
sub-region: planning the abolition of customs duties between the States and the
establishment of a common extrenal tariff.
B.

The Central African subregion

With regard to the Central sub-region, two economic factors,

one positive,,, the other negative, must be taken into consideration in the
formulation of an economic integration strategy.
The negative factor is the lack of integration in the economic sphere of
the subregion. The CEPGL is cut off from the rest of the Economic Community of
Southern African States, Zaire, a huge country with several regions suffering

from economic isolation because of the inadequacy of the transport system, is
attempting to reinforce the physical integration of its territory. The Central

African Republic and Chad incur high transport cowts due to their lanjiipcfced
position.

Because of this, no economic integration measures can be initiated

in this sub-region unless priority communication lines are first set up linking
the capitals of the member countries and connecting the future industrial
growth centres of the sub-region.
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The positive factor is the great hydro-electric potential of the sub-region.
The current surplus capacity of the Inga II hydro-electric power station is

more ttian 1600 MWV This constitutes sufficient power to ensure the creation of a solid
industrial base in the Community.

The^principle aim^of economic integration in Central Africa should be the

installation of facilities in -the sub-regioni communication links, inter
connection!;of,telecommunication networkss construction of hydro-electric installations and linking power lines in the sub-region. Until this is done*'..■-■

attempts to develop agriculture and industry run the risk of minimal results
throughout the economic area of the CEEAC.

^ The first objective of the economic integration strategy for the Central;.
African sub-region must be the exploitation of the Zaire/Congo river basin; This
riverbasm constitutes the basis for rapid integration and economic development
of this economic area for several reasons.

;

:>The energy potential of the river is in the region of 84 000 MW, the

majority of which is concentrated in the Matadi-Kinshasa stretch of the river,
where the river descends 300 meters in 350 kilometers over 32 waterfalls, which
represents an energy potential of 93 000 MV in this zone of the basin.

on nnn

Slte alone» InSa» currently in construction, represents more than,;

30 000 mw of potential power. Moreover9 the river basin is rich in minerals,

and mining resources: oil and gas, deposits of iron, bauxite, manganese,
Phosphate, potassium, salt, coal, etc. The abundance of cheap hydro-electricity
and the presence of mining resources (iron ore, bauxite) should allow an industrial
base to be established in the basin of the Zaire/Congo and its main tributaries!
iron and steel complexes, aluminium foundries. Electricity from Inga may
also be used in the treatment of phosphates to produce phosphoric acid then the
superphosphates and to turn the basin into centre of dynamic industrial and ,
*gro-industnal development which will transform the economies of the member
countries of the CEEAC.

J;,

An inventory should be-drawn, up of t^e installed power capacity of.the member

countries, as well as the hydro electric projects which have already undergone

feasibility studies, and an assessment made of the viability of a programme
for interlinking the power lines in the sub-region, in order to cover the needs

of ttoe basic and capital goods industries.

lien priority will be/given to the opening pf transport links, between the
member States, in particular between the capitals and to give access to the

future development centres whose construction will enable the exploitation of
their,primary strategic goods. At the same time, it is imperative that the
isolated regions (Great Lakes, Chad, Central African Republic, the islands

of £ao Tome^t-Principe) be opened up without delay by the development of air
transport, especially air freight.

Moreover, considering the,necessity of

developing, at this stage, a heavy transport system, ift:order of priority are?
the improvement of the main navigable waterways (rivers or lakes) and the development
of coastal shutting. Finally, over a longer period of time, it is intended to
develop the railways and link the rail networks.
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In agriculture, the States should put more emphasis on sub-regional
co-operation into research which would stimulate agricultural productivity,

and make an inventory of the national agronomic research centres Con seed''
selection., plant diseaes) liable to serve as the basis for this co-operation
In livestock management, research into trypanotolerant breeds of cattle and the use

of vaccines seem to be suitable areas for the development of co-operation.

In the industrial sector, the basic aim must be the increase of agricultural
productivity by modernising the agricultural sector, A number of priority
industries should be encouraged which would help attain this objective:
production of fertilizers and pesticides and the manufacture of agricultural
machinery. At the same tStne, it would be necessary to attempt to establish an
industrial base by the development of certain basic industries: iron and steel and
aluminium because of the presence of raw materials; and an abundance of cheap

hydro-e.l*ctric power in Central Africa.

This industrialisation must, in particular,

support the development of the energy sector (production of cables, manufacture
of pylons and transformers), the large infrastructural projects, the construction
of transport facilities and essential capital goods.

C.

The sub-region of East and Southern Africa

The sub-region of East and Southern Africa is characterised by its great
hydro-electric potential and its immense mining resources. However, in the
majority of the countries, the average standard living of the population is
relatively poor and the growth:rate of the national product is very low, both
because the sub-regional economy lacks articulation, and because the member
countries develop few^economic and trade links between one another. Moreover,
the front line countries are subject to economic sabotage by South Africa.

The hydro-electric potential of the PTA is estimated at some 106 000 MW.

The capacity of existing installaticnsin the sub-region is around 6 392 MW
only 6 per cent of the^available potential. Most of these hydro-electric

lltZl^ *" c°ncent*ated*n ths Zambezi basin, whose technically exploitable
™ni

/! ?Stimated at 16 023 ^r.

Almost 30 per cent of these resources are

not
beW LX^?l^TlTXeS °£ ?outhe™ Africa <A*Sola and Mozambique) which do
not belong to the PTA but are member? of EADCC. Angola has the greater hydroefial\W£ II 0(VT> f°1Wd h? *>«"***« (15 000 MW), Zambia
Tanzania (9500 Ml-r), and Zimbabwe (3 300 *!>.

In the East off-! the

?^*8a"Ca«?an«tie'?teate8t ^"-electric potential, with 20 000 MW,

by Ethiopia (12 000 mvt) , Kenya (6 000 Mtf) and Uganda (1 200 MW>;

W°ja*ique and Tanzania, who possess iron ore, natrual gas and

«.„.,«: !

)^

also has an abundance of the raw materials used for the

manufacture of each of the three t^es of fertiliser.

Likewise, natural gas is

U?^JanZnni^
M°pZambir> Ethic*ia> **oi...Pd Rwanda, phosphate deposits
Uganda, Burundi, Zimbabve and Zambia, and potassium deposits in
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Ethiopia. Elsewhere, Botswana and Tanzania have significant quantities of brine
which is used in^the manufacture of potassium-based fertilizers. Finally,

Ethiopia, Mozambique and Zambia, who currently oroduce a large amount of electric
power, could initiate sub-regional units for the manufacture of fertilizer.

The agricultural potentials are quite impressive. Although the region
suffers from periodic drought, at least two countries, i.e. Zimbabwe and Malawi
manage to produce, on average, a surplus of maize, the basic foodstuff in the
sub-region. Botswana, Zimbabwe and Kenya are large producers of beef cattle
and export-meat to the EEC. Agricultural research is very advanced in
Zimbabwe and Kenya and the other countries could gain substantial advantages
from the progress made in agricultural, technology-in these countries.

*u JeS!it6 great economic potential, it was long believed in the sub-repion of

the PTA that the abolition of customs barriers between the States would immediately
stimulate intra-community trade and the process of sub-regional economic

^f^1011'

9e:thin meTnber States oi the PTA rightly opposed the speed with

which the abolition of customs barriers was progressing.

Their fear was that

the removal of customs barriers could result in a polarisation of development
in favour of the more developed member States. This fear was well-founded
as free trade does not have integration effects, but rather aggravates the'

■disparities m development within a community formed of inequal partners
What is of greatest importance is the promotion of production and productivity

within the sub-region by'the effective exploitation of the immense natural
resources available, through joint efforts by the member States.

However,

three of these natural resources, i.e. hydro-electric power, minerals and agricultural

potential, are tr,e major advantages in any efforts to nromote quickly the

PrCmiC ^^^ for insti8atin8 the process of economic integration
However, the sub-region could not begin to exploit its immense natural

resources without the physical integration of the Community, without the
construction of a sub-regional transport and communications network, increased

,hydro-electric power and the development of the interconnection of power lines.
The sub-region must install several main community road links which will

link the countries of the North with those of the South (the trans-African

route fiaborones - Djibouti - Cairo is the dorsal economic axis.of the Eastern
sub-region)
In fact, this sub-region, with eight land-locked countries, has the
greatest number of countries without a coastline.

The two transverse routes

Beira - Lobito and Mombassa - Kigali - Lagos, link the sea-board regions with the
countries of the hinterland: on the one hand, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Malawi and
Botswana, and ;on the other, Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi, which are the land

locked countries with the greatest mining and energy resources.

#

The great hydro-electric Potential should make possible a bold sub-

regional policy of hydro-electric development. The increase in energy
production must be accompanied, by a programme to link the regions rich in
cheap energy resources with the principal centres of energy consumption
(industrial areas, large agricultural and" agro-industrial regions and member
States poor in energy resources).
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The power currently produced at Cabora - Basa, at the Kariba dam and
on the Kafue river provides the opportunity to increase the steel production
of the PTA, to promote aluminium production and set up the sub-regional

industrial units necessary to stimulate ranid economic development.

Steel production will stimulate the development of rail transport by the

production,of rails and the manufacture of rolling stock. The installation of
facilities throughout the sub-region will be accelerated:
the construction of
pipelines Jior the oil industry, thanks to the production of wipes. The production

of sheet steel will enable industries to be set up for the manufacture of transport equip
metit,
agricultural machinery, pumps^materials for use in water-supply, tanks,
inuds.,trial machinery for sugar refineries9 cfement factories, the textile
inudstries, mining, etc.
The economic integration strategy will only be effective if it is based on a

sub-region.al agricultural development policy of food self-sufficiency and the
improvement of agricultural and livestock productivity* Co-operation in

agronomic research will provide improved seefl and plants for the main foodcrops, notably maize, sorghum, banana, plantain, manioc, etc.
One of the aims of the

inudstrialisation policy will be the production of agricultural inputs to
increase productivity. The improvement of livestock management will require

three specific measures:
the specialisation of countries and inter-state
co-operation in the area of aninal selection for the improvement of productivity
in existing breeds and to increase the tolerance of the animals to various

diseases'; the specialisation of countries and inter-state co-operation in the
campaign against animal diseases' and the production of food concentrates, based
on locally produced raw materials.

IV.

THErPOLITICAL PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN THE EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION OF

PROGRAMMES

The execution of the economic integration programmes broadly outlined
above requires that the-political leaders of the member States develop a

community spirit which would rise above narrow nationalist standpoints. Of course, '
the programmes suggested are liable to give impetus to the economic development

of each member country. But within the member States, the nationalist mentality
is ingrained in the spirit. The political and even the economic effect of
community measures is not perceived by all the States. The governments of the
member States automatically give priority to national projects which directly concern
their own economy and people. As far as community measures are concerned which

involve the interests of the member States and the sub-region and which have
important effects on the future of their development, these are examined by

each member State from the point of view of the interests, in the strict sense
of the word, of its own government.

In fact, there are very few people who are capable of assessing community

projects from the community interest point of view.The community must be built.
It is not yet a reality. As far as the States are concerned, they enjoy national
sovereignty and hold the fate of the community in their hands.
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Even the community instituti nss

the Conference of Heads of State and

of Government, the Council of Ministers, the Intergovernmental Commission of
Experts and the Technical Committeess are the expression of the independent
States. The Law of unanimity is applied without fail.
And if there is no
general concensus of opinion on community matters, the decision process is
blocked.
When one knows that sub-regional economic integration goes against
the mean and selfish interests of many governments outwith the sub-region,
against their ambitions to dominate the African economies with the intention
of exploiting them while bringing to these States the minimum for their existence,
one sees that it takes only one of these foreign nations to supply this
minimum to a given member country in the sub-region, for this country to
oppose a measure which goes against its own interests. This basically explains
why the African economic communities are not in a position to undertake politically
the fundamental measures which will bring about profound changes to their
economic structures.
This is why their actions are limited to ineffectual
measures which do not harm anybody and which, quite on the contrary9 promote

foreign interests:
abolition of customs duties when there is no sub-regional
production capacity; freedom of movement of individuals.
Quite naturally,
the community populations leave the regions of nredominant misery for the
relatively rich regions, from where they will eventually be expelled, etc.
A.

>■

The,need for a Community Parliament

It appears from the abbve that tftere is serious vacuum in the system of
political decision-making concerning the approval andl implementation;of
economic integration projects.
There is a severe deficiency in the sub-regional
integration mechanism.
This deficiency in the decision-making process is so
serious that it is liable to block the development of these communities
towards true economic integration if there is no institutional consolidation
within the communities.
The primordial question is to propose a decision-making mechanism which
would guarantee in the measures taken by the community authorities a community
quality whereby the interests of the community and those of the States, which
should conform, actually do so.
v :.".■/..■■

"

We consider that the establishments within these communities,

of a

community parliament endowed with legislative powers in certain areas, and
consultative powers in others, would help to establish this community
consciousness... The composition of this parliament must be selected in;fluch a
way as to avoid quarrels due to nationalism.
These parliaments should be made

:
-■-•■'■-

up of three types of representations: ?one from the Council of Ministers/■
■=
one from the legislative assemblies,of the member countries, and-orte directly :

elected from the populations because of attachment to economic integration^
Also participating in these parliamentary debates, but without voting rights,

should be experts known for their understanding of specific questions Concerning
economic integration.

w

V

■;-•>■

•■-'

■
'.
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These assemblies should be able to discuss two types of problems. The
first are the technical problems^ involved in economic integration: sub-

regional transport and telecommunications projects- multinational hydro
electric development projects, agricultural projects of community importance
and industrial economic integration projects. There are also the problems
concerning the abolition of customs duties between the member countries and all
questions in the area of tariffs, which will be debated by the community

parliament, but without the parliament having legislative powers" in this area*
Similarly, the parliament would be able to discuss political questions concerning

-the future of the community, the movement towards African federations or
confederations, but without powers of legislation.
.
,

;i

..i:

As for the technical matters related to the problems of economic integration,

the parliament can take concrete decisions by an absolute or simple majority.
These decisions should be approved by the executive powers of the member countries
before being implemented in.these countries. But the fact that one country
opposes these decisions will no longer block the implementation of these projects.
Problems which will be simply discussed by the assembly will be submitted
for decision to the Council of Ministers and the Conference of Heads of State
and of Government along with the recoitmendations of the parliament.
Attempts to obtain the explicit agreement of each member country to all

the problems of integration, technical or political, must be avoided. A
distinction must be made between problems which can only be solved amicably
with the consensus of the member countries, and those problems which can be
resolved without the explicit agreement of each country.

It is not necessary to reach a consensus of all the member countries
before starting a basic industrial project or deciding on the construction of
a dam. Nor does the co-operation of the member countries concerning seed selection
or the improvements of cattle breeds require unanimity among the member States.

States refusing to support such projects will suffer from the effects of the
delay, which will be reflected in their economies in the priority areas.

And there will come a time when the recalcitrant States will be obliged to
join the movement towards sub-regional economic integration. The important
tning, at thas stage, is to reach that point in time.

....

Another cause of the lack of progress in implementing integration nroiects

is the_ weakness of executive power, which is almost non-existant. Within the
economic Communities, this executive power is represented by general or

executive secretariats.

These secretariats are unable to display any initiative

^cause their decision-makers have no vision of the future of the community

whtfse fate they will decide. This situation is in fact due to the choice of
these ruling cadres. It is totally absurd to set at the head of these economic
integration entities politicians who have no understanding of the problems

of economic integration,

These people have no conviction, no determination,

to carry through the implementation of these integration projects, because

they do not themselves know how these communities are oriented.

Politicians

of this kind fall victim to foreign powers, who themselves endeavour to
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undermine all the projects which could cause structural changes in the African

economies. Yet the implementation of most of the economic integration projects
demands a lot of determination on the part of the heads of these organisations.

It is therefore imperative to choose competent decision-makers, with the faith
and determination to instigate and accelerate the process of economic integration.
This competence is all the more necessary when these cadres are called

upon, not to allow themselves to be persuaded, but to convince the partners
from the North^of the necessity for economic integration in Africa and for

co-operation with the economic communities to set in motion the process of economic
integration within their own sub-region,
B.;

The need for a policy of realism;
enterprises

^

the establishment of coproduction. ■,;-

.,.

In, fact, it must be admitted that it would be difficult to stimulate the
process of economic integration through the coiranunitisation of the paltry
resources (financial, skilled work-force., etc.) of the African micro-States.
Already, several economic integration grouping are stagnating because-the ;

majority of their members cannot provide the contributions necessary for the
normal functioning of their secretariat, far less assure the financing of

the studies required for the setting up of certain large-scale projects.

A second reason is that the production of goods and services in the economic
communities must be made at competitive costs and reach the standards of quality
of the industrialised countries, because the African economies are largely
open to those of the industrialised countries.

There are export-oriented

economies, which are dependent on the former colonial powers, not only in
terms of imports and exports, but also in terms of money, skilled work-force,
technology, the satisfaction of the needs of the middle classes, etc. They
are still paralysed by a lack of seif-confidence, initiative, spirit of
adventure: and the political will is lacking to resolve problems by relying
on their own means.

Finally, it must be mentioned that the costs of development are growing.
The construction costs for a bauxite, alumina and aluminium complex or an
integrated iron and steel plants for example, have increased ten-fold over
the past fifteen years. It appears less and less possible to complete largescale mfrastructural projects on the railways in the developing countries,
despite the development of advanced technology in bridge and tunnel construction.
All this explains the absolute necessity of convincing the Northern partners of the
urgency of creating African co-production enterprises, which are African multi

national ^corporations of mixed economies, linking state, institutions and private

African individuals with partners from the North and South, notably the
industrialised countries of Latin America and Asia, for the development of
the priority economic sectors of the African countries.
Before starting the process of economic integration the African sub-

regions, a complete revision of the economic relations between the African
countries and the developed countries of Europe is required.
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These relations have been based, up till now on the limited export by

the European countries of basic industrial products and capital goods (fertilizer,
pesticides and agricultural machinery} transports equipment? etc.) depending on

the requirements of the developing countries.

Imports from the African countries

are Hmited9 not only by their lack of facilities (deeo-water ports, inadequacy
of heavy transport), but also because of their low income due to a worsening
of the trade terms for their primary export products.

The use of capital from the North for the construction of dams, to
ensure the navigability of rivers and lakes, coastal shipping, hydro-electric
lations, etc., would allow
African enterprises not only to exploit
systematically the natural African resources, but also to facilitate the

integration of State markets and to increase the revenue of the African States.

Under these conditions, it would be completely logical that the countries which
helped the suV-regional economic communities to create an infrastructure suitable
for the exploitation of their natural resources should also be involved in the

transformation of their raw materials.

The strategy of economic domination by

the former colonial powers, based on the export of intermediate and capital goods
and the importation of raw materials £rora the colonies would be fundamentally

revised. This revision could be justified by the fact that the developed
countries would gain from being associated with the establishment of African
multinational enterprises for the manufacture of a certain number of essential
industrial products liable to ensure the rat>id economic growth of the economic
communities, rather than exporting a limited quantity of products manufactured
by their^industrial units. This; strategy is not totally new, since-the multinational
corporations .apply it to certain goods of large-scale consumption. The logic
here is based on the low cost of hydro-electricity, raw materials and
labour,,as well as the increased demand from the States of the sub-region
as a result of the development of the *ub-regional-infrastructure, and the

opportunity to. satisfy the real;needs of the populations and of the national
economies. The setting uv of a common external tariff should enable the
African multinational enterprises to improve their output and satisfy the

needs of an autonomous and self-supporting economic structure.

As far as the industrialised countries of the Third World are concerned,
a number of economic reasons should lead the sub-regional economic communities
to establish co-operation agreements with them with a view to the creation of

African co-productions.

Several oil-producing countries have accumulated immense sums of money

which exceed their capacity for investment absorption. It is in their interests
to invest in the priority sectors of the African countries to ensure a constant
flow of profits. Certain industrialised countries of the Third World are endowed

with real abilities in the field of export techniques to thwart the protectionist
measures taken by several developed countries. Others have succeeded to a great
extent in mastering certain areas of technology which the developed countries
are reluctant to pass on because they wish to monopolize the production and

commercialisation of certain products.

With the setting up of African co-

production linking these southern partners, the African countries will be able
to have access to a wider range of products necessary for the acceleration of
their economic development.
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Finally, some non-African countries of the South do not possess certain
key industrial products.
The Gulf States do not produce enough wood for
their needs.
The consumption of aluminium in most Asian countries exceeds
^
local production.
It would be advantageous for these countries to form
; :

agreements with the African countries for participation in the capitalisation

of African co-production enterprises9 in order to satisfy their ecqnoraies1 .
needs in terms of these key products.
This kind of participation will enable
the scale of production of the African multinationals to increase, their
productivity to improve and make their products competitive on the international

■

...
.,

.

market.

The success of economic integration in Africa currently depends on the

dynamism of the African economic communities (especially their general
secretariats) and their capacity to convince the North to help them in settingup a solid sub-regional infrastructure in the areas of transport, energy

and human resources, and the establishments of a sub-regional capacity for
the development and exploitation of their strategic resources.

V.

THE MOVEMENT TOWARDS THE CONTINENTAL ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
■ ■ .1. -'.

The effective establishment of the continental economic community
between now and the year 200d"will depend on two important preconditions.

Firstly, the creation of the continental community must be perceived as an evolutionary
phenomenon, and cannot be perceived as a de facto situation. This
5
, ...(
means that as of now a ceVtain number of strategic themes must be decided
; _r.
upon, regional programmes on which the foundations of the community could be . ... .
built from now on. The implementation of these regional programmes should help .
to reinforce the process of sub-regional integration.

Secondly9 with the

understanking that the real foundations of the continental community are the
sub-regional economic communities, the consolidation of these sub-regional
entities will provide the conditions for a solid continental structure.
In
our opinion9 the creation of a continental economic community before the year

2000 requires that the sub-regional communities be essentially changed into

political federations, if not confederations, in order to give the necessary
cohesion to the continental community,
A.

The main themes of the continental community

The main themes of the continental community are in fact simply the areas
of intra-regional co-operation between the sub-regional communities.
The
basic principles of economic integration as applied $t the sub-regional level
remain valid at the regional level:
consolidation of the cohesion of the

regional economic area and the establishment of a regional production capacity.
The regional programmes identified will come under two main headings.
1.

Consolidation of the cohesion of the regional economic area

The first project of intra-regional co-ooeration liable to strengthen
the cohesion of the regional economic area would be the creation of a common
African market for hydro-electricity.
The potential for hydro-electric
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production on the African continent is close to 2,690 thousand million KWh

and the technically exploitable potential would be 1,630 thousand million
KWh per year, which is more than one third of the technically expolitable
hydro-electric resources of the world (5,000 thousand million KWh per year).

This African hydroelectric potential is, however, very badly distribut d.
Infect, the sub-reeion of-.Central Africa alone has a potential of at least

744 thousand million KFh per year,, i.e. approximately" 46 per cent of the total

potential of the continent, while North Africa has only 5 per cent. West

Africa around 10 per cent, East Africa 22 per cent, and Southern Africa

around 17 per cent. It seems obvious th-t the hydro-electric potential of
equatorial Africa is the major and decisive advantage of the continent
for its rapid economic development.

The continental strategy for the development of hydro-electric power
should be to bring Inga, the most powerful site in the world, up to its
installed capacity of 40 million KW, and have it produce 300 thousand million

rTZu^6 ne-t ?t6p WS"Id.be %he in5er-connection Inga - Cameroon (installation*
at ttte Ogooue sites, 30 thousand million Mi) and Nigeria (Kandji - $00 MW

Sapele - 720 MW, Chiroro - 600 MW, and Jebba - 545 Mil). This inter
connection is fundamental for Nigeria and the whole of Weat Africa because
of this sub-region's relative lack of hydro-electric power. The second

line offilter-connection from Inga, across the Shaba, will reach the valley

°r^ert^flbezi'
Where there is a technically exploitable energy notential
Of 16,023 MW.
A ■
■
«.« • Neatt».th? continuation of the inter-connection ptogramme within the

PTA is a priority because of the hydro-electric potential of the different
countries of this sub-region: Angola - 23 000 MW, Mozambique - 15,000 MW,

Zambia - 12,000 MW, Tanzania - 9,500 MW, Zimbabwe - 3,800 MW, Kenya - 6,000 MW,
and Ethiopia - 12, 000 MU.

m

-:

The second area of intra-regional co-operation is the expansion and

lioplementation of the United Nations decade for Transports and Communications

in Africa. ^This programme was conceived at the regional level and its

implementation is assured at national ans sub-regional levels.

The regional

planning of the transports and communications sectors must guarantee the

cohesion of the regional economic area,

It is therefore important that the

sub-regional economic communities respect the regional transport and communications

?£ i™ ?• COa*£al shlPPln* !houH be ae subject of a regional

J** «ea^°" of a coastal shipping company serving the African coasts

!h! r 8"

* tOT the d6*el°Praent °f the continent, notably in

t t"nsP°« of heavyy ggoods;

iron ore, bauxite, <oal9 alumina,,

^roducts,
•I?001'"
?001'" and aiumnIUm
aimnIU ^i^roducts,
^i^d

3?^Ll

' 6tC::

foodstuffs
foodstuffs such
such as
as

The African satellite project is the second intraint
?r°3fct^"ing:
African
satellites
into'
orbit
to
f
bit to

treate UtJTT^lT ^^ '.^ thi ^°^^^~»f the continent would
ll*

u 7 •

' m Afrlcan awareness. It would break down the barriers

? sub-regxons "d contribute powerfully to exchange, of all kinds:

ic,

commercial,

cultural^

etc.
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2,

The establishment of a regional production capacity

One area of intra-regional co-operation could be the identification and
promotion of a number of development projects of continental importance in
the production and allied sectors.
For example, in the industrial field,
it is conceivable tc plan a restricted number of continental industrial
enterprises involved in the production of rails, the construction of locomotives,
the manufacture of trucks, rural transport equipment,
etc.
Similarly9 research
into advanced technology should be carried out on a regional scale:
space
research, nedical research, etc.

B,

The development of sub-regional economic communities towards the
cohstitition of a continental economic community

...,.;.

The inplementatipn of the projects proposed in the fields of transport and telc-

communicaticns, and hydro-electric installations in the sub-regiona, as well
as in the otoduction sectors - industry and agriculture - will lead to the
start of tie. economic integration process.
The consolidation of the
cohesion o: :he community area, the installation of electricity facilities
in the comnuaities will lead to the harmonious and balanced development of the
member Statesi
The distribution of development zones throughout the community,
the creation of community production centres in each member country, will
intensify imra-commuriity trade by increasing the efficiency of the structure

of production in the countries.

Movement of individuals within the community

would consequmtly become an accepted fact by all the countries.
A new
.,,. .....
community nec^ality will be born in the diverse African populations.
This '.!
.
strategy of economic integration which enables countries not viable

individually to attain rapid development will lead irresistably to a political
union.
Thii political union will occur when the policy of economic integration
has its initial-success.
First of all, the economic communities must prove
that they-ate the real answer to the continuing crisis shaking the continent.
Then, each ountry will understand the futility of national sovereignty
and be read^j to join with the other States for a better future.
The achieve
ment of political unity should be carried out in stages.
Initially.,
confederal Sates would be formed.

Our cotstituti nalists should find out the type of confederal State which
corresponds test to the demands of African sub-regional development:

consolidation of the physical integration of the sub-regional economic area and,,
the setting u- of a sub-regional production capacity,

■ -.,.-.-,

This Sotfederal State will give less importance to international political
questions whici have little impact on the rapid development of the sub-region.
On the contrary economic matters of common interest concerning the consolida

tion of the iiternal integration of the State by developing transport and

communications *nd by the installation of facilities within the confederal
territory will receive priority.
Certain large industrial projects will be
declared community projects and their implementation will come: under the
control of the confederal institutions.

Meanwhile, a strong confederal

army will be established for the defense of confederal territory.

At this

y^
.■*-■.
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stage, all the community integration groups within the confederal State

will have to become technical organisations for the implementation of economic
integration projects, respecting the master plans and the economic policies
conceived by the confederal State. The confederal Assembly will be
strengthened in the sense that it will be composed, on the one hand, of elected

representatives of the confederate States, and on the other hand, of representatives
elected directly by the electorate of the confederal State,
A confederal executive body from this assembly will be set up to replace
the general secretariat of the community. The confederate States could have

different political orientations.

They would therefore have either a liberal

or a socialist policy concerning matters outwith the competence of the
confederal State. The most important thing concerning the raison d'etre of
the confederal State is the control of priority natural resources within the
sub-region and their exploitation for the rapid development of the countries
of the sub-region and the well-being of the population of the confederal State.
The confederal State will concern itself with all important projects
which are not within the sphere of the African micro-States. These areas
of confederal State intervention concern initially the main infrastructures
of community importance without which the growth of the small African States
could not be accelerated; the construction of main confederal transport links,
the exploitation of the sites with the greatest hydro-electric potential,

industrial processing of the strategic natural resources which have remained

untouched until then because of the limited executive power of the micro-

States.

The form of exploitation of these natural resources must allow effective

State control of these riches.

The change of the confederal State to a federal State will be justified

when there exists within the sub-region a solid sub-regional infrastructure,
a real sub-regional production capacity and the efficient movement of people
and goods.

A confederal monetary and banking system will be set up. The creation
of the federal State will be expressed by a consolidation of legis ative

and executive powers and the strengthening of the federal institutions and
services. It is superfluous at this point to describe the institutions and
spheres of control of this federal State. What we have tried to show is that
a proper policy of economic integration will necessarily lead to a political

union, as the economy is the main reason for politics.

In the second place, we have tried to underline the fact that this political

union should be progressively strengthened.

The last point which must be

emphasised, m conclusion, is that there can be no continental economic
community unless the sub-regional economic communities form such a political

union.

Considering the external pressures to which the African countries are subjected,

the continental economic community cannot be built on a multitude of not large enough

to sustain independent economic develo-nment which do not have the same view of economic
orientation for their economies and which continue to he manipulated by external forces

The continental economic community will become a real possibility when the
sub-regional economic communities have been consolidated to the point where they
become confederal States. These confederal States will be in a position to negotiate
easily the convention for the establishment of the continental community and give

it the forms desirable for the acceleration of the development and modernisation of

